
Proponents of corporate social responsibility (csr) strongly believe in
benevolence; however, they still want their businesses to be profitable. in
the long run, they believe ______________.
however, they still want their businesses to be profitable. In the long run, they believe "CSR can lead to even more profits".

It is generally held that corporate social responsibility (CSR) could build organization benefits and accordingly most substantial organizations are effectively
occupied with it. Most officials trust that CSR can enhance benefits. They comprehend that CSR can advance regard for their organization in the commercial
center which can result in higher deals, upgrade worker faithfulness and pull in better faculty to the firm. Likewise, CSR exercises concentrating on
supportability issues may bring down expenses and enhance efficiencies too.  

_____ permit payments such as deposits or withdrawals to be made to and from a bank account by magnetic computer tape.
What is a pseudoscience? A discipline that relies on supernatural and mythical creatures
A discipline that relies on the best practices of both religion and science
A discipline that relies on observation, measurement, and experimentation
A discipline that relies on anecdotal evidence that cannot be measured or verified
One of the foremen at a pig farm notices purple sores on one of his workers. The worker has not been feeling well for the past two weeks, so the foreman sends
him to the doctor. The doctor takes scrapings from the sores and sends them to the laboratory for a culture and sensitivity. The Gram stain shows 3 thin, gram-
positive rods that have filaments. The culture plates were examined the next day and revealed nonhemolytic, pinpoint, transparent colonies. What is the most
likely pathogen?
Binomial probability distributions depend on the number of trials n of a binomial experiment and the probability of success p on each trial. Under what
conditions is it appropriate to use a normal approximation to the binomial? (Select all that apply.) np > 5 p < 0.5 p > 0.5 nq > 5 np > 10 nq > 10
Whats 5x-8(3+2x) simplify the expression
The universe is sometimes described as an isolated system. Why?
7. How many electrons can a single orbital hold?
Rewrite 7(w+6) using the Distributive Property
Three-toed sloths have four legs. How many toes would 25 sloths have?
The label on an ocean spray cran-rasberry drink lists 30 g of sugar in 240 ml of drink. I weighed 240 ml of drink and found its mass to be 251 g. What is the
percent composition of sugar in the drink?
Bring the fraction a/a?4 to a denominator of 16?a^2



really do appreciate this thx
Victor robbed safe bank of a significant sum of cash. safe bank offered a reward of $10,000 for anyone who captured or provided information leading to the
capture of victor. ted, a police officer in town, promised safe bank officials that he would apprehend victor. while on duty, ted arrested victor at a hamburger
joint in town. he found victor based upon a hunch he had after ursula, who dated victor, told him about various places victor enjoyed eating. the bank refused to
pay either ursula or ted any of the reward money. in a lawsuit between the bank and ted, regarding the reward funds, who is likely to prevail, and why
Sid is a project manager. What is the best way for him to prioritize tasks? A. Complexity of the tasks

B. Importance of each tasks

C. Time needed for each tasks

D. Number of people needed to accomplish the tasks
If two lines intersect and create two angles adjacent to each other which measure 10x + 8 and 5x + 7, what is the value of x?
Solve x2 ? 3x = ?8. x equals quantity of 3 plus or minus I square root of 29 all over 2

x equals quantity of 3 plus or minus I square root of 23 all over 2

x equals quantity of negative 3 plus or minus I square root of 29 all over 2

x equals quantity of negative 3 plus or minus I square root of 23 all over 2
Find the vertex of
Why was the first amendment important in the eighteenth century?
What remnants of primitive culture are left in greek mythology?
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